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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is a difference between using Convert Single Project and
Convert Multiple Projects when converting from projects to
applications and libraries?
A. Convert Single Project is for one existing project and
Convert Multiple Projects is for one or more existing projects.
B. Convert Single Project is for converting an existing project
and any references into one application while Convert Multiple
Projects will convert into multiple desired applications with
shared libraries.
C. Only Convert Single Project can convert existing Message
Broker projects into IBM App Connect Enterprise applications
and libraries, Convert Multiple Projects requires the projects

to meet IBM Integration Bus standards before converting.
D. Convert Single Project will put all artifacts into one
application or library, while Convert Multiple Projects will
create a new application or library for each existing project.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option C
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option A
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the primary intent of an ILF?
A. Hold code data for use by the application being measured
B. Hold data maintained through one or more elementary
processes of the application being measured
C. Hold data maintained through system tools for use by the
application being measured
D. Both A and C
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is a benefit of IPv6 over IPv4 addresses?
A. hierarchal global address space
B. automatic summarization
C. faster IGP convergence
D. shorter addresses
Answer: A
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